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In the SSC interaction regions, the two colliding beams, each only a 

fewmicrons in size, willhave tobe centeredandmaintained ingood 

aligrmentovermanyhours, inordertoprovide the nwcimm possible 

luminosity and to minimize off-center beam-beam focussing effects. 

It is unlikely that sufficiently gocd alignmnt can be achieved without 

some kind of active feedback system, basedon'the beam-beam interaction rate. 

This mm describes such a system. 

Inthepro~sedschem,oneofthebeams ismvedcontinuouslyandin 

a circular fashion abut its man transverse position. The radius of this 

mtion is approximately 0.01 of the rms beam size at the interaction point. 

The n&ion is achieved with tm sets of crossed high frequency dipole 

magnets, one on each side of the interaction region, suitably phased. 

As a consequence of this mtion, the beam-beam interaction rate is 

modulated in synchronimwiththebeammtionwhen the beams are not 

centeqed on one another. The amplitude and phase of this nmdulation 

yields information on the magnitude and direction of the misaligmnent 

between the beams, allowing continuous display and autcmatic correction 

of any misalignment. 
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Letustaketmraurd, ~ussianshapedbeams, separated intheImri.zontal 

(x) planebyadisWnceP=2s. 
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whereL is thelumimsityforperfectlycenteredbeams. 
0 
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In this diagram, the centerofbeam 

misalignmentdedscribedby thevectord, 

1 is at the origin. Beam 2 has a 

assumd ti be slowly varying. In 

addition, beam 2 is made to follow the large circle of radius b with an 

angularfrequacyW. The lminosity depends on the time-varying distance 

D, which we will now Calculate: 

2 
D = (d co& +b cos(ot) )2 + (dsin@+bsin (wt) )2 = 

= (d2 + b2) + 2dbsin@ sin(&t) + 2dbcos@ cos(Ut)= 

= (d2 +b2) + 2dbcos (@+Ot). 

2 
D 

Asshownakove,thel uminositydependsonDasL=L exp(-- 1. 
0 4 ts2 

For a small distance D & 6, as is appropriate here, we write 
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d2 + b2 
(l-4 1 

. 

2dbcos (0tut) --Y 
4 6" 

If we mite it as a constant term plus an oscillating term, L = Lo (1 - A cos (Q twt)), 
2db 

wefindthat A= 4 s2 (1 _ d216$-) = &@%-=-b2 

Finding OffsetandPhase frcmtheoounting Rates 

Thelumirm sity counter runs for a tiroe interval T, contahing many cycles 

of the beam rotation. A titalof Ntcountsis accmulated in- kbinsof the 

phase angles& (mdulo 2rr;).We Fourier-analyze thedatabyconvoluting 

withsin T andcos : 
k Y 

1 
S = K- 2I N Sini~ 

i=l i 
and similarly for coq . 

The error on Sis QS12 = N 1p I2 = Nt-2 z Ni sin: . 
i 

cp 

For the case of a small modulation we can calculate .S- and.its error: 
Nt Takequalcounting rates indLlbins,Nie~ ts get 

S I J& k Nt 
2 

Nt ;=t 
r (ltAsiQy,)sinq =&- A f%inf) = 4/2. 

AN 
(A$)2 = Nt-2 z $ sin& = (2 Nt )-l; AS = (2 Nt)+ l 

i=l 
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Sensitivity 

WefindtheminknW detectable offset by setting the signal S equal ti 

its error and solving for d: 

setns = s. 
2db 

A = 2s = 4$2,d2,b2 = 2A S =2(2 Nt)-' . 

For small misalignment and small offset, d4q 6 and b 446, we simplify to 

db 
2 = 2 (2 Nt) -*; d = 4 62 

fT-N’b l 

Numerical example 

Takelumino sityL= lo37 events/m2 s, of which half is detected in the counters. 

Take the total cross section as 6& = 1.3 x 10e2' m2 and asSume we operate 

thebeamrotationat b= 0.05 6', corresponding to an average O.'.j% reduction 

in ltisity. The design beam size at a P 
+=lmis 6~ E * 

F 
= 6.8 x lo+ m. 

r 

In a 1 set measurement, yielding +~L~6&~T = 6.5 x lo7 oounts we determine 
4 (6.8 lO'6)2 

dti 
2 x 6.5 x 107',0.05d6.8 x lo+) 

= 4.8 x 1O-8 m = 0.007 6+ . 

Under the same conditions, but a luminosity of only lO35 events/m2 s we can 

still determine themisali~tti 7% ofd in aone secondmeasure~~nt. 

This error in d actually represents the radius of an error circle in the x-y-plane. 


